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Abstract:
Academic inventions have to be transferred to industry to become an innovation.
Scientists face multiple options for this transfer, from informal knowledge transfers
to patents, licences, and spin-offs. These transfer channels require different efforts
and inhibit different degrees of complexity. We want to theoretically explain the
inventor’s choice of a certain transfer channel. Under the assumption that (i) dealing with complexity is similar to facing risk, and (ii) scientists are risk averse, we
show that the chosen transfer channels are path-dependent: with increasing commercialisation experience inventors choose more complex channels, up to a certain
limit of complexity.
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1. Introduction
Since Schumpeter the value of innovations as a driver for economic growth has
been esteemed highly. Much research w as conducted on the conditions enabling
innovativeness in or der to cre ate the basis o f future growth. An innovati on is
usually understood as a commercialised invention. Newly generate d knowledge
alone is n ot sufficient to fost er economic growth, the pract ical utilisation of it is
essential. Nevertheless, new knowledge, especially technological one, is the b ase
of most innovations. Next to
companies that conduct research, knowledge
generating institutions like universities and research institutes play an important
role for enhancing the knowledge base of an economy. Because this knowledge can
spill over to industry involuntarily or by explicit transfer, academic research is
widely acknowledged to support technological change and economic growth (see
e.g. Jaffe 1989, Mansfield 1998 and Adams
1990). Effects are ge nerated for
example by additional jobs that are based on innovations resulting from successful
commercialisation of academ ic research. There are growth effects at the regional
level (cf. Lee 1995; Fritsch et al. 2007) as well as on the national level (cf. Heher
2006).
Research on university-industry technology transfer consists of several research
branches. Questions that are studied are: Why is there and should there be
technology transfer, what different channels are available for the transfer, what is
the relative imp ortance of different transfer channels, and which fa ctors hinder or
promote technology transfer? All the se topics are interrela ted and n ot mutually
exclusive but in most studies one of them is addressed separately.
This paper belongs to the studies tha t examine different transfer channels,
especially what influences academic inventors in their decision about the channels
feasible for their inventions. Although there are quite some empirical studies on the
relative importance of different transfer ch annels (see e.g. Cza rnitzki et al. 2000,
Agrawal and Henderson, 2000, Cohen et al., 1998/2002), there are hardly any
studies on what in fluences the inventor’s decision for one transfer channel or the
other. D’Este and Patel (2007) are a remarkable exemption, a
nalysing the
influence of individual, departmental and university characteristics on the variety of
used transfer channels in the U K. The aim of thi s paper i s to fill th is gap with a
theoretical analysis. To the authors’ knowledge, theoretical studies of this issue are
completely missing in the literature.
Different forms of technology transfer re quire different skills and capabilities from
the inventor and, thus, are characterised by different degrees of complexity. These
differences in the ch aracteristics of the various transfer channels can be expected
to influence the inventors’ decisions on how to commercialise an invention.
We build a theoretical model that describes the choice of a transfer channel by an
inventor dependent on personal characteristics, such as risk-aversion and past
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experience, and the characteri stics of the transfer channels. T he starting point is
the assumption that a researcher has m ade an inve ntion. Subsequently, he has a
number of possibilities what to do wi th the in vention, such as pub lishing the
results, licensing them to a firm, or start an own firm. The theoretical model is
used to make predictions about this choi ce, which are compared to the empirical
findings in the literature.
The remainder of th e paper is structured as follows. The s econd section provides
an overview of the most important empirical findings in th e field of technology
transfer from university to industry, which are used to build the model and conduct
some first checks of the theo retical implications. In the thir d section the building
blocks of the theoretical m odel are set u p. This includes especially a discussion o f
the various transfer channels, the con cept of complexit y of the transfer channels,
and how scientists gain experience in coping with this co mplexity. The formal
model is built in section 4, which gives explanations for inventors’ decisions about
the use of transfer channels. In the fifth section some implications of the model are
deduced and their meaning as we ll as the support by empirical findings is
discussed. Section 6 concludes.

2. Empirical findings on technology transfer
Due to the comparatively large data sets that are available, much research on
technology transfer deals with patents and spin-offs. These are only two of several
ways to transfer new knowledge, but politics often assumes them to be most
important. Consulting, research cooperation, publications, diploma and PhD theses,
conferences, informal contacts, the e mployment of experienced researchers in
companies, temporary work of company researchers at university labs, licenses of
not-patentable technologies and software, and combinations of these are additional
channels of technology transfer. It is not possible to measure th e absolute
importance of certain technolo gy transfer channels, and the relative one can only
be measured roughly by proxies or subjectively by questionnaires.
Both scientists at un iversities and scientists at co mpanies have been repeatedly
surveyed. Schmoch et al. (2000) presented a detailed study on technology transfer
activities from academic institutions in Germany and concluded that there are a lot
of activities with a nd connections to industry, but often in an in formal way.
Research cooperation in Ge rmany tends to be industrially funded research where
the company holds the intellectual property rights of the results. This is in line with
a study by Verspagen (2006), who found that in Europe the number of patents,
which are not university-own ed and have no university in ventor but for which
university knowledge was imp ortant is m uch higher than the number of patents
owned by a university. Czarni tzki et al. (2000) asked sc ientists to rank different
transfer channels and found the highest valuation for publications fo llowed by
research cooperation, while spin-offs and patent a pplications were ranked quite
low. The transfer b y scientists’ mobility was not included in this qu estionnaire,
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even though the OE CD (2000) ranks th is channel t he most important (p. 165) as
do Crespi and Geuna (2005). In Europe there is a lot of collabo rative research,
which could be due to con crete problem solving tasks that companies like to
outsource to unive rsities (cf. Verspagen 2006 a nd Broström and Lööf 2006).
Agrawal and Henderson (2002) conclude in a study of MIT technology transfer that
patents account for only 1 0% of all tran sfer activities. A co mplementary view i s
that of companies: A lot of companies do not restrict on one form of collaboration
with universities, they use di fferent transfer chann els in parallel (cf. Coh en et a l.,
2000, Czarnitzki et al. 2000). This can be easily explained by different tasks and
problems which need different solutions.
When starting a research project in co-operation with a company, the transfer form
is often a lready determined, at least to a certa in degree. But in the case
of
commercially useful findings resulting from pure academic re search, the inventor
or the team of in ventors has to decide about the use of one or several transfer
channels. According to D’Este and Patel (2007), the university and dep artment
characteristics have less influence on this decision than the individual. This
situation will be modelled in the next sections.

3. Inventor’s decision on the transfer channels
In science, publishin g is the common first way of presenting a rese arch result to
public (except the presentation to scientific colleagues on conferences). On the one
hand, it is a risk free way to diffu se knowledge because it usually does not
incorporate financial risk. On the other ha nd, it does not generate dire ct monetary
income, although it generates scientific reputation which might lead to high er
incomes and more career options. Most scientists publish regularly and great parts
of the academic system are based on publications.
Increasingly, policy makers expect m ore engagement by universities a nd public
research institutes in technology transfer. Publications are seen as not sufficient for
turning inventions into marke table products and a shift from a pure patronage
system (open science; tax funded research) to one combined with property rights
takes place. Intermediary institutions shall help to b ridge the gap between science
and industry. While technology transfer offices offer support for many transfer
forms and universities want their scientists to engage more intensive in technology
transfer, scientists still face the problem to decide on the use of one of the different
possible channels. T hese channels require different amounts of t ime effort and
skills and differ in their profitability.
The emphasis of university-industry technology transfer is a newer development in
Europe than in the USA and one can argue that this is the reason for the continuing
heavy focus of sci entists on p ublications. But the increasing number of university
patents (see fi gure 1) show s the ch ange in behaviour and scie
ntists and
universities seem to be in creasingly thinking about advanced forms of knowledge
transfer.
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Figure 1: Patent applications from German universities with priority country Germany and
with at least one professor involved.

In the U SA transfer intermediaries seem usually to ch oose the way of
commercialisation after the disclosure of an invention, while in Europe it is rather
the inventor who decides. For the UK, D’Este and Patel (2007, p. 1306) found “that
the characteristics of the individual researcher have a much stronger impact in
explaining the variety of interactions with industry than those of the department or
the university”. The same can be expected for Germany: Du e to the freedom o f
utilisation of research findings (the so-called professors’ privilege), which German
professors had until 2002, th e TTOs are designed as a se rvice institution that
supports scientists in their wa y of explo iting inventions. They still do not want to
act against the w ill of scientists who remember the t imes of the professors’
privilege, so that normally the scientist decides on the transfer channel and we will
analyse here what influences his decision.
3.1. Choice of transfer channel at different stages of a research Project
There are two points at which decisions have to be made: first, at the beginning of
the research project the research team can look for industry funding or rely on
public financing. In the former case a company sponsors the research, contracts a
specific kind of research or conducts research jointly with the scientists, paying for
their work. Sometimes the joint research is also co-funded by public programmes.
If the research is purely publicly funded, the project is done independently, at least
until certain results a re given. When the researchers have obtained first scientific
results they reach the second decision point: they have to decide whether they do
more than publishing, such as, e.g., applyi ng for a patent, finding an exclusive or
multiple licensees or founding a spin-off with or wi thout the involvement of the
inventor in the operational management. While the researchers are free to choose
between these optio ns if the research was publicly finan ced, they usually face
restrictions in contract research financed by firms. In most cases, the contract with
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the company specifies how the results have to be used. Usually in ventions are
licensed to the funding company and not to additional ones or they are patented in
the name of the company. This implies a stro ng difference in th e temporal
structure between contracted research and other research (see figu re 2): While
normally scientists decide with the research results in their hands what to do with
them, in contracted research this decision is usually taken and written down before
the research is started.

Find a licensee
without applying
for a patent
Find a licensee
after applying for
a patent
Founding a spinoff

Doing research
without external
funding
Plan of a
research
project at
first point
of
decision

Research findings
lead to second
point of decision

Doing research
with an external
partner

…
License to the
funding company
Patent in the name of
the funding company

Proceed as fixed
in the contract

Possibly find
additional licensees

Figure 2: Different points of decision in the research process with a selection of possible
transfer channels.

3.2. Complexity of different transfer channels
We assume that one important characteri stic of the tr ansfer channels that
influences the scie ntists' decisions is its complexity. We define complexity in
comparison with the complexity of the basic form of technology transfer, scientific
publication. In the following we discuss how the term complexity is used here.
It is p ossible to o rder the different forms of commercialisation according to the
effort that is necessary fo r their conduction and the challenges that they imply for
the researcher. Contract research is relatively easy to manage, because you do not
have to praise research findings to someone external but only offer a research plan
or answer to a request of a company on a certain research
task. The additiona l
necessary capabilities (in comparison to re search and publishing) are t he
understanding of the problems and p rocesses in companies, the abi lity to w rite
attractive research proposals and often also some networking ability. The contract
contains payment for the research process, but an add itional royalty for the
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finished invention can be negotiated. Joint research needs the least communication
skills, because company researchers are involved in the re search process and
acquire the explicit and tacit knowledge in parallel to the a cademic researchers
during the progress of the project. The academic scientist does not need to explain
the whole technology to an external person later.
Finding a licensee for a technology involves more d ifficult tasks: one has to find a
company for which the technology is of use, negotiate about an (exclusive) licence,
and estimate a price for it. K nowledge about potential lice nsees has to be quite
comprehensive because the technology is a lready specialised, in contrast to
contract research where the research is specified after contacting a company.
Applying for a pate nt adds a nother degree of complexity. It requ ires certain
administrative skills for the patent applica tion. The licence contract for a patent is
comparable to one without a patent, bu t topics like the du ration of t he licence
contract in connection with renewal fees have to be added. Patenting and licensing
together is certainly more complex than
giving a license for a non -patented
technology to a company. Similarly, finding more licensees is more difficult than
finding only one. Develo ping a satisfyi ng license contract with a number of
licensees might well add to the complexity.
Further skills are necessary to assist a start-up that wants t o use the invention
(with different possible levels of involvement of the inventor). The mo st complex
transfer channel is certainly the combination of filing a patent application and
founding a spin-off on the basi s of th is patent, including leaving academia. Here
the researcher needs a lot of organisational and management skills, and next to a
network of scientists some c onnections to financial sources, e.g. ventu re capital
firms are necessary.
There is a nother way of leaving acade mia: becoming employed in a company.
There are scientists who take an invention with them when they leave science. If a
company proposes someone a job, this is
of little co mplexity. It belongs to
commercialisation activities only in the case th at the co mpany hires the person
especially because of his invention. If the scientist wants to switch to industry and
has to find a company employing him, it depends on several factors how difficult
that is, bu t then it is not a m atter of commercialisation activity an y more. Thus,
labour mobility is a special case o f only little interest for our analysis how an
inventor decides on the transfer channel.
As can be seen fro m the discussion a bove there are different kind s of skills
necessary depending on the transfe r channel chosen. Thus, the comp lexity is a
multi-dimensional
variable containi
ng
communicative, administrative,
organisational, and management skills. They have to be learned more or less in
parallel, but knowin g already the organisational skills of patent applications and
finding a licensee makes it easier to co pe with the management tasks of a spin-off
compared to a scientist inexperienced in all these matters. To a certain extent skills
in one area balance the lack of skills in another one. Therefore, one can model the
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variable “complexity” as the su m of the di fferent skills that are required. This is
useful to keep the formal model in the next section simple.
To summarise, we a ssume that every possible transfer channel inhibits a certain
amount of complexity and they can be ordered by in creasing complexity.
Publications are the reference point with an assumed complexity of zero, a spin-off
with a patent where the scientist is the founder and full-time engaged is the most
complex form of commercialisation.
Transfer
channel

Management
skills

Organisational
skills

Administrative
skills

Contract
low
research by
answering
a company
request

low – ke eping
deadlines
necessary
for
the company

low – tasks must
be
specified
clearly
in the
contract

Joint
research
(relatively
openended)

medium
–
staying in close
contact in spite
of
spatial
distance

medium
–
leading
a
team
of
academic
and
company
researchers,
possibly
arrange with
two bosses
Filing for a low
patent and
licensing
Spin-off
high
after filing running
for a patent business

Communicative
skills

high
–
understand the
demands in the
beginning and
explaining the
results to the
company in the
end
low – task s and medium
aims must be overcoming
specified in the cultural
contract
barriers

medium
finding
potential
licensees

– high – filing for a
patent with all
related
tasks,
designing
a
licence contract
– high – hiring
high – filing for a
a employees,
patent with all
extending
related
tasks,
network
to establishing
a
funding sources company

high
–
explaining the
technology to
all
potential
licensees
high
–
explaining the
technology to
employees you
are
working
with,
persuading
financial
investors

Table 1: List of the different skills needed for a selection of transfer channels

3.3. Increasing experience in transfer activities
As explained above, a more complex channel means that more effort is needed for
it. If all transfe r channels would lead to the same expected earnings, the least
complex channel would be use d always. But be cause higher complexity and more
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involvement of the inventor mean h igher expected profit, inventors can be
interested in d ifferent transfer channels. This depe nds on two things: the utility
derived from higher income a nd the risk aversion. Higher comple xity and income
can only be realised with a certain time
effort and this ad ditional income must
outweigh the time le ss available that can be spent o n other publications leading to
an increase in a cademic reputation. The risk ave rsion plays a role because the
higher complexity usually comes along with a higher variability of earnings.
Therefore the same expectation value for the profit of tw o channels u sually does
not lead to the same utility.
The complexity of a task adds for the conductor an additional subjective variance
of the profit because the conductor does not know about her ability to deal with the
task and is, thus, uncerta in about the o utcome. Similar t o the usual fin ancial risk
aversion, the impact of this uncertainty on decisions differs from person to person:
There are people w ho like to cope w ith complex tasks an d others that do no t.
However, there is o ne important difference between financial risk and uncertainty
about complex tasks: Multiple inventors face the financial risk every ti me anew,
while they gain experience with the handling of complex transfer channels and only
those which are new and more complex for them are an uncertainty factor.
Gaining experience does not only take place by commercialising an own invention.
There are also “e xperience spill-overs” caused by the lo cal surrounding and
individual networks. When people interact, in the research team as well as in their
further environment, knowledge is transferred. This happens voluntarily as well as
involuntarily. In our case, scient
ists of one re search group will notice the
commercialisation activities of a colleague and re member this when doing it later
themselves. Additionally, a person embedded in a network of inventors will have a
lot of useful contacts to people who can help him in commercialising an invention.
Networks, which often also imply trust, make
s actions regarding the
commercialisation process ea sier. An i nnovative environment may also provide
access to people w ith helpful knowledge. The expe rience of a technology transfer
office may play a role as well. Even though this is in the narrow sense no increase
in experience, it ha s the same effect fo r the inventor: a more complex transfer
channel can become feasible if the barrier of finding partners is smaller and if the
experience of others can be used to have a better understanding of what has to be
done.
A detailed analysis of the implications of the prese nted concept follows after the
presentation of the formal model in the next section.

4. The formal model
We denote the various options what to do with the invention by the varia ble x. The
value of x is defined to correspond to the variance of the financial outcome of the
transfer channel. We assume that this variance is related to the complexity of the
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transfer channel, meaning that more complex transfer channel lead to larg er
fluctuations in their success.
For the de cision how to deal with an inve ntion three factors play a role: first, the
expected payoff E ( P ( x )) - which includes the necessary compensation for the
time effort (amount of w ork), second, the in corporated risk, an d third, the
knowledge of and the experience in commercialisation activities. As discussed
above, financial risk and the complexity of a transfer channel are both forms of risk
and will b e treated together. The definition of x implies that the profit variance is
given by var = δx , with some proportional constant δ . Let us also assume that
the profit increases proportionally to the profit variance as it is common in financial
risk literature for a marke t in equilibrium: E(P(x)) = βx . Of course, the market
potential of inventions differs, not only b etween fields of research but also within
fields. Similarly, the market enviro
nment influences the profit of a
commercialisation activity. We can model this by a β depending on the invention
and the circumstances. In the model we first assume a fixed β and will later relax
the assumption.
Furthermore, we assume that the com plexity of a transfe r channel increases
proportionally with the standard deviation of th e outcome. This assumption is
based on the argument that each aspect that make s a task more complex provides
also an additional source of deviations in the potential outcomes. Hence, x is the
complexity of a transfer channel. We den ote the most complex commercialisation
form that is known by an individual by
between a transfer channel and the
Δx = ( x −

x known . Then the difference in complexity

known transfer channels is given b

y

x known ) . The diffe rence is a n additional source of risk for the inventor,
2

namely the uncertainty about the own capabilities to dea l with this additional
complexity and the uncerta inty about the benefits from the tra nsfer channel. As in
the case of the real financia l risk – meaning the real variation in profits – this ris k
enters the utility function in quadratic form.
For every invention, the complexity can reach a limited number of values according

to the li mited number of commercialisation possibilities. However, x can be
designed as a continuous va riable. This is due
to three reasons: first, the
exploitation possibilities n eed not be th e same for each invention and e.g. the
difficulty to find a licensee depends on the kind of invention. Second, applying for a
patent once or several tim es gives a different level of experience. The known level
of complexity after using a transfer channel for the first time is still a bit lower than
the actual complexity of it, because not all skills are learned completely and one
experience does not remove
uncertainty about possible profits completely. A
successful commercialisation may lead to a higher learning effect than an
unsuccessful one. Third, we assumed the complexity to be co mposed of diffe rent
kind of skills. The se can develop at different spe ed. Therefore, we defin e
continuous variable.

x

as a
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Let us first look at the utility without complexity The standard approach is to
subtract from the expecte d profit the va riance var of the profit, multiplie d by the
individual risk aversion α i , so that the utility for an individual

i is:

U i ( x) = (β − α i ) x .

(1)

For already known channels the com plexity does not play a role, be cause the
inventor knows how to co pe with it an d what to expect. Therefore, the utility
function (1) with only the financial risk included holds for known channels.
The assumption of risk aversion is covered by the variable α i . Entrepreneurs are
often little risk averse and this can be rep resented by a low α i . But the majority
of scientists are no e ntrepreneurs and assumed to be more risk averse. A high α
leads to a low utility of risky options.

i

A linear design of the expected profit as well as the financial risk leads to an either
upward directed ( β > α ), downward directed ( β < α ), or constant ( β = α ) linear

dependence of the utilit y on th e value of x . This implie s that, dependin g on the
risk aversion, scientists would always choose the least or the most risky transfer
channel to commercialise an invention, if the handling of all channels were the
same for all people. This i s not the case of course. Unknown transfer channels
( x > x known ) decrease the utilit y because of the comple xity the scien tist faces. The
risk increases disproportionately in the complexity, because the com plexity is
composed of different kind of skills that all have to be acquired. Learning them all
is more than the sum of learning the individual skills. Including the risk caused by
the unknown complexity – standard deviation Δ x - we obtain:
U i ( x) = β x − α i ( x + Δx) = β x − α i ( x + ( x −

x known ) 2 )

(2)

utility

utility

Figure 3 illustrates how the maximal utility is influenced by the individual risk aversion and
the commercialisation experience.

0

1

2

complexity

0

1

2

3

4

complexity

Figure 3: Example for the utility function with lower (dashed lines) and higher (solid lines)
risk aversion and different levels of experience (marked with vertical lines). The quadrates
show the maximum utility points.
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The optimal choice of a commercialising channel for an invention maximises the
utility function (2). Differentiating and solving for the complexity shows that for
β ≥ 2α i always th e most risky fo rm of comme rcialisation is chosen, a nd that fo r
α i < β < 2α i the optimal complexity depends on the known complexity given by

comp = x = xknown

αi
2α i − β

.

(3)

This dependence is linear. The level of complexity used for the commercialisation of
one invention

xt

is t he known complexity at the time of the next invention

x t + 1 , which results in a recursive function of the optimal complexity for a ser ies

optimal complexity

of inventions shown in figure 4.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

no. of inventions

Figure 4: Example: path of optimal transfer channels (approximated by the complexity).

The function of the optima l complexity is shaped b y α i and β . We do not know
which time passes between two inventions . Risk aversion usually increases with
age. Regarding the lifetime of an inventor, we ca n not be sure of α i staying
constant. If it increases, the progress to more com plex channels is slow ing down
and may e ven stop. This would explain – next to the wish to stay in academia –
why most scientists do not found a spin-off. As mentioned in the beginning of this
section β can not a ssumed to be the same for each invention an in each
environment. Therefore the use of a less comp lex transfer channel after a more
complex one is po ssible, when a new invention has less commercial value or th e
market environment is worse than before.
All considerations above are for individual inventors. Many inventions are made in
teams. In a team the experience with technology transfer may differ from scientist
to scientist. If the co mmercialisation is arranged by one scientist, the m odel suits
like it does for an individual inventor. If it is arran ged jointly the most experienced
person can be relevant for th e decision or the sum of experien ces if they a re
gained in different field and ea ch person is able to contribute her capabilities. As
14

explained in the pre vious section, gainin g experience can take place b y learning
from others. The team then lea ds to learning effects among its members. Thus, to
a certain extent the scientists learn from the experiences of others and increase
their

x known

without having commercialised an own invention.

5. Implications for the choice of transfer channels
The complexity variable introduced above is abstract and not measurable.
Nevertheless, we a re able to deduce a number of implications from the above
modelling, some of which ca n be test ed empirically. Several imp lications are
presented as hypotheses here and, if existing, empirical studies that support these
hypotheses are reported.
The above model implies that scientists do not u se the m ore complex transfer
channel for their first invention. They have to collect experience and le arn about
the transfer channels. Thereby they might move step by step from less complex to
more complex transfer channels. A temp oral structure results in which scientists
start with simple transfer channels such as col laborative research and patenting.
More complex transfer channe ls are u sed only a fter experience is co llected with
other transfer channels.
Applying for a paten t and then founding a firm is certainly th e most complex and
time-consuming way to exp loit the market potential of an aca demic invention. The
model implies that academic entrepreneurs use other transfer channels before.
Thus, we can state:
Proposition 1: Scientific inventors who found a firm have used other transfer
channels like applying for a patent and collaborative research before.
There is n o literature available that provides individual histories of a n umber of
scientists. Such em pirical literature would be nece ssary to c heck Proposition 1.
According to the proposition we would expect that scientists who found a firm have
collected experience with many other transfer channels before.
This implies that scientists who found a firm have made some experience before
and are therefore, on average, rather older. We state:
Proposition 2: Young scientists are rather unlikely to found a firm.
Usually, scientists a t the begin ning of th eir career start to publish and then may
continue with increasingly more complex channels of technology transfer. Klofsten
and Jones-Evans (2000) foun d in a study of
Swedish and Irish academic
entrepreneurs an average age of 40 and 45 respectively. This is higher than the
average age of oth er entrepreneurs (Klofsten and Jones-Evans 2000, p. 30 2).
Audretsch et al. (2006) analysed, which individual characteristics of the scientist
influence the decision to commercialise an invention. They did not find significant
influence of the scientist’s age on his commercialisation activities, what does n ot
15

contradict necessarily our considerations: The concept as well as the formal model
does not make a statement of how often a scientist invents anything. Therefore we
cannot tell at which age a scie ntist will found a sp in-off (if he ever reaches this
transfer channel).
Most scientists produce in their life only a
few inventions that can be
commercialised. Hence, if we consider all inventions in a given period of time, most
inventions can be expected to be made by researchers with little experience in the
various transfer channels. As a con sequence, less complex transfer channels
should be more frequently used than more complex transfer channels. In addition,
there are scientists who are too risk averse to proceed with more complex transfer
channels. Hence, if the frequen cy of used transfer channels is studie d, we expe ct
that the n umber of transfer ch annels with low co mplexity should be mu ch higher
than that of transfer channels with high complexity. Considering only t he most
common transfer channels we can state the following hypothesis:
Proposition 3: The number of collaborative research projects should exceed the
number of patent applications. These should exceed the number of licensed
patents. The number of start-ups by scientists is expected to be lowest.
There is much evidence for the pre dominant use of le ss complex transfer a s
discussed in th e second chapter. In sum, publications, informal contacts,
consulting, and scie ntists’ labour mobility are se en as very frequen t transfer
channels, whereas patents and spin-offs seem to contribute only to a limi ted
extend (cf. Agrawal and Henderson 2 002, Cohen et al. 199 8 / 20 00, Capron and
Cincera 2004, Goddard and Isabelle, 2006).
The concave functional form of the d ependence of the e xpected profit on the
complexity of the transfer channel gives an explanation for why many scientists do
not found a start-up. Scientists w ith medium risk averseness may try several
transfer channels with increasing co mplexity, but there is a point from which on
they are not willing to go for higher complexity. Therefore, one can state:
Proposition 4: Most scientists will never found a start-up, even if they are not
completely risk averse, i.e. have used transfer channels more complex than
publications before, and even if they produce a sufficiently large number of
inventions.
Studies have shown the lower risk averseness of entrepreneurs compared to
average people, which su pports Proposition 4. How ever, we have little knowledge
about the number of inventions per scientist. Hence, it is impossible to state
whether the low nu mber of start-ups founded b y scientists is due to their risk
averseness or due to the fact that most scientists do not collect enough experience
with transfer channels in their lifetime.
We stated above that there are experience spill-overs potentially arising out of the
local environment. Networks, cooperation and an innovative surrounding should
enhance the gain of experience . Usually, both exist more in an urban area than in
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a rural one. The co-location of universities and public research institutions as well
as companies engaged in research and develo pment should also impro ve the
commercialisation experience.
Proposition 5: Universities or research institutions that are located in an area with
other such institutions or companies engaged in research and development use
more complex transfer channels than institutions without a stimulating
environment.
Research on regional innovation systems and the local in teraction of universities
and companies supports indirectly Proposition 5 (cf. Fritsch et al., 2 007), even
though to the authors’ knowledge there is no study directly addressing the degree
of complexity in transfer channels used in relationship with the local environment.
Summarising, the m odel offers us a number of predictions that are in p art in line
with existing empirical studies but p rovide in most cases new propositions that
should be researched. The pred ictions made here h ave in common that financial
motives are not seen as the crucial factor determining the choice of a transfer
channels. The possib ilities to le arn and co llect experience and the risk aversi on of
scientists are crucial.

6. Conclusion
The literature provides a num ber of studies on the subjective importance of
different transfer channels and on reasons why scientists patent (or not) and found
a spin-off (or not). This pap er takes a new vie w in anal ysing the decision of
scientists on transfer channels and how th is depends on their earlie r experience in
transfer activities.
Scientists, especially working at engineering, natural and life sciences as well as
medical faculties, make inventions from time to time which can be tra nsferred to
industry to become innovations. Various tran sfer channels exist, which differ in the
complexity of necessary activities. We introduced a v ariable, which we called
“complexity”, to den ote the different de grees of communicative, administrative,
organisational, and management skills necessary in the transfe r process. The
model explains why less complex transfer channels are use d so much more than
the highly complex ones like spin-offs. Even scientists with medium or low risk
aversion will not n ecessarily found a spin -off during their l ifetime either because
they do not collect sufficient exper ience with less complex transfer channels or
because their risk aversion increases with age before they collect sufficient
experience.
The model is used to deduce a number of pre dictions about the beh aviour of
scientists in the con text of the commercialisation of their inventions. Part of the
predictions are supp orted by empirical studies. Most of th e predictions are not
tested so far and, therefo re, provide g uidance for future e mpirical research on
commercialisation activities of researchers.
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